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What’s New???? What is Adobe Captivate? Adobe Captivate is a desktop based authoring tool that you can use to quickly
create dynamic presentations in After Effects or Flash. It helps you to create full-featured animations with content and
interactive elements. The authoring tools of Adobe Captivate allow you to connect content, scripts, music and video within
your projects. Design slides, shape the visual story of your business and provide your audience with an experience beyond
just reading. Adobe Captivate allows you to connect content, scripts, music and video within your projects, and use
powerful authoring tools to include interactivity, animations, transitions, multimedia and video. Features Record
screencasts: You can record your computer screen or any other screen using the built-in tools of Adobe Captivate. Present
your content in Flash and After Effects: You can create your presentation in the Flash or After Effects format, and the
presentations can be played directly in Adobe Flash Player or in the browser through the After Effects interface. Connect
different kinds of media: You can record narration and other media such as videos, games, VFX, and Flash animation, as
well as music tracks. Easy to edit: You can edit and customize text, hyperlinks, shapes, videos, and audios while keeping
the original format. Use an extensive library of more than 100 colors, shapes, logos, and fonts. Create interactive
animation: You can animate or shape characters in your projects using the built-in tools. You can add animation transitions,
scale, or rotate an object, make the object into a microphone, or add a fade effect to it. Record annotations: You can add
notes, highlights, or text boxes to your content. Record narration: You can add professional, branded, or customized
narration to your projects using the built-in tools. Record from the web: You can record your screen, webcam, microphone,
and more to your projects. Convert your files: You can convert multiple files to a single file. Save your work: You can
create up to 10 snapshots, or save your project so that you can return to it later. View your project in action: You can
preview your project or your content on the screen to see how your project looks in action. What's New Major
improvements and fixes. Removed F for more efficient code. Added JavaScript validation, and fixed JavaScript validation
related bugs.
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ZEBRA FAST VERSION (All Functions Working Fastly With Maximum Quality)
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